Selected abstracts Platelets: Novel Products and Processes

14.30 – 14.45  INSIGHT ONTO THE OPTIMAL PLASMA CONTENT IN PLATELET STORAGE MEDIA TO ACCOMPLISH COLD STORAGE OF PLATELET CONCENTRATES – K. Audrich, Germany

14.45 – 15.00  PLATELET ADDITIVE SOLUTION (PAS): A STEP TOWARDS UNIVERSAL SINGLE DONOR PLATELETS (SDP) – M. Chowdry, India

15.00 – 15.15  A NOVEL FUNCTION FOR PLASMA CLOTTING FACTOR VA IN CLOT DISSOLUTION – E. Pryzdial, Canada

15.15 – 15.30  IMPROVING BLOOD MANAGEMENT: NON-DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF RED BLOOD CELL CONCENTRATES USING MINI-BAGS – P. Schubert, Canada